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A general method is developed with which various theorems on the mean square con- 
vergence of functionals of branching random walks are proven. The results cover exten- 
sions and generalizations of classical central imit analogues as well as a result of a differ- 
ent type. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a branching random walk, i.e. a Galton-Watson process 
{z,> with offspring distribution (pi} on which we superimpose the addi- 
tional structure of random walk on the line. A particle whose parent is 
at x moves to x + y, and the y’s of different particles are i.i.d. with com- 
mon distribution function G. his model covers as an important special 
case the age-dependent branching process, where the position of a part- 
icle corresponds to the time of its death. Some attention has been given 
to study the distribution of the particles of the tith generation over the 
line. As usual in branching processes, this problem is closely related to 
the behaviour of the mean, w n the present context requires a study 
of the convolutio;i powers of number of results closely related to 
the central limit theorem have already beefa proven ([2], [3, ch. 6], [ 
esearch supported in part by 
1 
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[ 51, [7], [ 1 1 ] - [ 16]), and the case where G is in the domain of attrac- 
tion of a stable law has also been considered ([ 21, [ 161). In Section 2 we 
give some further results and generalizations along these lines, while Sec- 
tion 4 is devoted o ,a different ype of limiting behaviour, WC there con- 
.sider the situation G(Q-) = 0, G(0) > 0, and obtain a result which for G 
lattice is closely related to the limit theory of decomposable multitype 
Galton--Watson processes 1.101. 
While the method of proof in some of the cited references i hi 
analytic, we present in Sect:ion 2 a simple and general conditioning argu- 
ment, which reduces the problem to a study of the convolution powers 
of G. We feel that this is the natural approach, because it is based on the 
structure of the process and is of sufficient generality to give unified and 
simple proofs of known and new results as well as to deal with certain 
generalizations. 
2. Preliminaries 
Following the notation of [9, ch. 51, we denote any particle of the 
n th generation by (in) = (i, i2 . . . 
Then 
in) and its position on the line by A&. 
xi,i, ..I in =xi,iz...in_l + ‘iliz . . . in’ 
where the YI, are i.i.d. with law governed by G. We introduce some 
more notation: Let y2 3 0; then 
= the number of particles of the nth generation in 
(with A a Bore1 subset of the line), 
the number of descendants of ik at time 
‘n = the nth convolution of 6, 
3 
of minor importance. It is 
where f may depend on pt. ore generally, for k = 0, 1, l , n define 
It will be convenient to center f, i.e. to assume ullxi, 11 = j-0 (0) = 0. 





Thus in the various examples and generalizations to be investigated in 
the rest of the paper we are Ieft with a closer examination of the B&z). 
3. Central limit analogues 
Let 
w 
lu= s x dG(,x), 
-W 
W 
o2 = s x2 dG(x) - p2, 
-90 
G’(x) = /@(t) d . ” -00 
Ifo2 <m and tn M pzp + (adn)t, then Gn(tn ) * Q(t), and one would ex- 
pect m-n Z,(] -06, tn]) t0 be ClOSe t0 m- n fD( t) iif& and thus to @(t)W’,. 
where as usual W := lim, {m- n Z,}. In fact, this has long been, known. We 
state the res& for the sake of completeness and give the proof in order 
to demonstrate our method: 
Theorem 1. If o2 < m and tn = np + (odn)t + 0(&z), then 
lim E{(m+ ZJJ -00, t, I) - a(t) BQ2) = 0. 
n+w 
roof. For any fixed n let 
J ftx) = ‘{x < In) -_ GnCt,,), 
and note that 
z,<l-m, t,I)=Qn+Gn(t,)Z,* 
e conditions of t eorem ensure t 
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= s (Gn_k(tn ---SC) - G,(t,)))2 dG,(X) < 1. 
From this relation it is clear that, for each k, 
lim Bk(n) = 0, 
n-m 
and the assertion follows from (2.1) and the dominated convergence 
theorem. a 
A slight modification of the argument yields a local limit theorem. 
Theorem 2. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, that 
G is non-lattice and that 
00 
s lx13 dG(x) < 0~. 
Then, for;; b, 




fW= ‘{t,+aGxtr,+b} - (G,(t, + b) - G,(t, + a)). 
ZJ[t,+a, t,,+br>=Q .+(G,Jt,+b) - G,(t,+a))Z,,, 
, 
and so we have to prove that 
W(&Q~~-“U, , J21 + 
and that 
(w/n)(G, (tn + b) - 
theorem 18, p. 2101. The same re 
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fOl’ each k 3 1 and sup1 6 k ( n {(n - k)Bk (JZ)} < c for SOlYE COlnStant c 
This follows since 
= (Gn s .I k(Sn’b-X)-Gn_k(t,+a--x) 
- (Gn(tn ’ b) - Gn(tn + a)))2 dGk(X)a 





and since nQ is arbitrary, the proof is complete. D 
Several generalizations of these results are possible. We will”, indicate 
two: 
(1) Suppose that the displacement of the nth generation I$, has dis- 
tribution Ffi depending on ~1. The only thing that one needs to carry out 
t’rl.e previous arguments i a Berry-Esseen type theorem for non-identic- 
;;lly distributed independent random variables. Sucfl results exist under 
suitable assumptions [ 6, pp. 78-8 11. 
We introduce some notation and state the result. Let 
x dFi(X), 
k 
c mk = i=l pi, 
k 
tk = mk + Sk t + o(k”2). 
ssume that there exist constants 0 < 
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Then 
jl:400 
([m-“Z,(]--, t n l)--a(t) W12)=0. 
Assume in addition that 
and, for some L > 0, 
where 
fk(w) =jeiwx dFk(X), f(0) =seiwx dF(x). 
Then, for a < b, 
lim E{([m-nS,Zn([tn+a, t, +b]) - (b-a)@(t) W])2; =O. 
n-,- 
A result similar to Theorem 3 was proven in [ 71 under more restrictive 
assumptions. 
It would be reasonable to believe that more general motions of the 
particles could be allowed provided analogues of the Berry-Essien 
Theorem exist . 
(2) The underlying branching mechanism could also be generalized. 
For example we could allow the process to grow as a supercritical branch- 
ing process with random environments [ 11. The statement of the result is 
analog;:i;; dips lience omitted. 
Remark. The technique described here can also be applie 
I-Iarris processes where particle motion is permitted [ 141 
the details are more complicated. 
e case G(0) = 0, G(Q) > 0 
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types. A closer study of this process might be of some interest, especially 
because, as we :shall see, it is not positively regular but rather analogous 
to the decomposable processes considered in [ 10 J , for which no general- 
ization of the limit results to the case of an infinite number of types has 
so far been obtained. In mod cases, however, extinction will oc(:ur a.s. 
For example, if G(0) = 0, a standard assumption i  the theory of age- 
dependent branching processes, then extinction follows since 
zE{%J[O,al)} =x mn C,(aj< - 
[3, p, 1441 D Also for G(0) > 0 but mG(0) < 1 we have extinction a.s. by 
the same reason. However, if mG(0) > 1, then E{Zn ([ O,al)} + 00, and 
we shall give a limit result for this case. 
Let Z,, (0) be the number of particles of the nth generation located at 
0 and note that the sequence Z0 (0), Z, (0), . . . is an ordinary supercritical 
@Ron-Watson process with mean mG(0). Consequently 
W = lim (2, (0)/(mnG,CO))} 
)1 
exists a.s. and in mean square. 




To motivate the result, consider the simplest case, where G is lattice, e.g. 
a distribution go, gl, gz9 .. . . ga on (0, 1,2, . . . . a} and a is an integer. Then 
the particles in {O, 1,2, . . . . a) form an (a + I)-type Galton-Watson pro- 
cess with mean matrix 
SO g, g2 ‘.* ga 
0 go gl l a* ga-1 
0 0 go .*. &_2 
Limit theorems for such a situation can be found in [ lo]. It turns out 
governs the behaviour of the process, so that the asserted conver- 
gence in Theorem 4 in ,ohe lattice case may be deduced from the results 
of [IO]. 
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the Gn (a) which is slightly stronger than the estimate Gn (a) = O(P) for 
all 6 > G(0) [ 3, p. 1441 useful in standard renewal theory. 
The assumption G(0) > 0 may here be relaxed to G(E) > C(0) for all 
e > 0 SO that Gn (a) > 0 for all yt. 
Lemma 1. Gn+,(a)/Gn(a) -P G(O). 
Proof. For any E > 0, write 
G(x) = G(e)F(x) + (I - G(e))H(x), 
where F is concentrated on [0, E] and H on ] e, * [. Then &(a) = 0 for 
k > N = a/e and expanding by the binomial formula we get 
iv 
G&a) = G(E)“+~ kco cn;‘) ak F,+l_k * &(a), = 
where 
Thus 
and we need only to first let I-Z tend to infinity and then c to zero. 
Proof of Theorem 4. For any fixeid ~2, let 
‘(x <a) 6, (0) - L[x ,- 0) Gn (a), 
and note that 
zn([O,al) zn (O) U n,n 
m"G,(a) -mnGn(0)-m"C;,(O)G,(a)' 
Also, 
J&(n) <j-f;_ k dG, 
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=[Gn-k(@) G,(o) -Gn _ k(O) C,(a)lz Gk(O) 
+ G,2 (0) / “3 _ k(a - x) dG,(x) 
O+ 
We shall show the existence of constants A < ~0, p > 1,O < &(n) < 1 
with lim, I#) = 0 for all k such that 
nrk Bk(n) < A G2(0) G; (a) jrk I#) n for all n, k. (4.3) 
Using (4.1), (2.1) and the dominated convergence theorem, this will1 
complete the proof. It suffices to establish (4.3) for the C&z) and the 
Dk (n) separately. The treatment of these two cases are very similar, and 
we consider only the latter, which is more complicated. We define A, p1 
such that Gk(ti)/lnk G;(O) < Ap- k for all k. This is possible because of 
Lemma 1 and mG(0) > 1. If 
Ik(n) = $ 
a &b-X) 
dG,(x), 
O+ G; _ k(Q) $(a) 
then obviously 0 < I&z) < 1 and 
-< A G:(O) G:(a) pmk I&O. 
It Only remains to prove that lim, I&) = 0. But 
Q q- _&-9 aG 
dGk(X) f 
n_k(a-X) 
G2 0 a O+ 
wG dG,(x) 
n - k n-k a 
( ) 
= 0 by Lemma ‘I l
clay be desctibed. 
ration over [O, a] 
te sense this tends 
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Ga to be degenerate ata. otherwise, let 
Fix) = G(x) -- W) 
1 - G(O) l 
Since F(e) = 0 for some e > 0, there is a greatest integer N such th.at 
F,(a)> 0, and we let 
F,(x) 







Proof. We: have to distinguish between the two cases in the definition of 
G”. In the latter, the assertion is clear from 
N G,(x) = zk=@~ k Fj#) 
G,(a) x;&)Ctk Fk(a) ’ 
where 
In the former, let 
An = {x E ] 0, e] 1 G,(a - x)/G,(a) > S}, 
where 0 < E < a, 6 > OS Then 
j- dG+ 
Q G,(a--x) .1 G,+r id - G,(a) G(0) 
4 
nti; o+ GJa) 
dG(x) =s G’, (a) ’ 
us, by Lemma 
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for n large, so that in particular there is an x, E Ai n ] 0, e] .Then 
G ,. (Q ‘- e) , 
-i&a, G 
Gn (Ir - xn) 
-------\( 6. 
G, (a) 
Thus by letting 6 tend to zero, we get 
and since E is arbitrary we are done. Cl 
Note that again Lemma 2 holds only for G(e) > 0 for all e > 0. 
From Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 we immediately get: 
z,([o, xl) 
z,([o, a%) 5 $30(x). 
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